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Upper BodY Extension
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BACK-2 PRESS.UP

TRUNK STABILITY-IO
Unilateral Isometric Hip Flexion

Press upper body upward into position

showrl
keeping hips in contact with floor. Keep low

back and buttocks reloled.Hold_ seconds.
Repeat
times. Do
sessions per day.
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TRUNK STABILITY.I I
Bilateral Isometric Hip Flexion

Tighten stomach muscles and raise both
knees to outstretched arms. Gently push
keeping arms straight and trunk rigid. Hold
seconds. Repeat
times. Do_ sessions
per day.

_

.

Tighten stomach muscles and raise knee
to outstretched arm.Gently pus[keeping
arm straight and trunk rigid. Hold
seconds.Repeat_ times on each side
Do
sessions per day.

_

TRUNK STABILITY-7
Hook lying Combination

Tighten stomach muscles ul you slowly
raise one leg and lower opposite arm
over head.
seconds then
slowly return to starting position
keeping trunk rigid. Repeat_times
on each side.
sessions per day.

Hold
Do

TRUNK STABILITY.lT

BACK -1I

Prone Straight Leg Raise

Prone Back Extension

Keep knee locked and raise leg at hip. Be
careful to avoid lifting back. Hold-seconds
Repeat_times on each side.
sessions per day,

Lift upper body and legs offfloor. Do
not arch neck. Hold-seconds.
Repeat-times. Do sessions

BACK

TRUNK STABILITY-2o

Do-

5

Alternate arm and leg tift

Knee locked and lift leg 8-10 inches from floor,
along opposite arur- Hold-seconds. Repeat
sessions per daY.

Do

-times.

per day.

Quadruped Opposite Upper and
Lower Extremity Extensiqn

Tighten stomach and simultaneously
raise leg and opposite afln. Holdseconds then slowly return to starting
positioq keeping trunk rigid. Repeat
times on each side.
sessions per day.

Do-

